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Teesdale
Teesdale is an area of some 84,000 ha or 325 sq. miles with a population
of approximately 25,000, situated within the south—western part of County
Durham, bordering with Richmondshire in North Yorkshire to the south
and Eden in Cumbria to the west, Wear Valley in County Durham to the
north and Darlington to the east. It is a peaceful corner of England with
much of the western area within the North Pennines Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty. Many of the villages in Teesdale are designated
Conservation Areas. There are 50 Parishes in Teesdale with 28 having
Parish Councils and the rest Parish Meetings.
Teesdale’s outstanding feature is its agrarian landscape comprising of
arable fields, pasture, woods and moorland—all commonly demarcated by
stone walls. High Force and Low Force waterfalls are major visitor
attractions. There are also outstanding man-made features including Raby
Castle, home of the Lord Barnards –since the late 19th Century and
previously, since 1626, by the Dukes of Cleveland and the distinctive
Bowes Museum built, in the style of a French chateau between 1869 and
1875, by John and Josephine Bowes to house their art collections. A rich
history of mining, farming, the feudal system and culture are interwoven to
create its own distinctive character and strong community identity. In
recent years many people have moved into the area, bringing their own
outlook and lifestyles to enrich the community.
Barnard Castle, with a population of almost 7,000 is the main market town
of Teesdale. It is rich in history with its cobbled market and narrow winding
passages between streets. Named after the Norman Castle around which
the town was built, “Barney”, as it is known by locals, has excellent shops,
a Wednesday market and a monthly farmers market on the old cobbled
area known as Horse Market.
Middleton-in-Teesdale, the only other market “town”, has a distinctive
Victorian architecture reflecting the prosperity of the lead mining industry
in the 19th century.
Teesdale District Council is the smallest local authority in the country, but
this will be abolished next year as a unitary authority is created within
County Durham; this, despite the residents resounding ‘NO’ to a
referendum held in Teesdale in 2007.
Teesdale is an extremely rural area and has the lowest population density
of any district in England. It offers space and scope to live in peace and
tranquillity whilst still being within about an hour’s drive of York,
Newcastle, Durham, the Scottish Borders and the Lake District.
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Parish Location—Brignall,
Egglestone Abbey and Rokeby
Brignall, Egglestone Abbey and Rokeby are served by one Parish Council
and linked together by adjoining boundaries. The areas do have different
characters and it is only right that each segment gives its own profile.
Brignall has the largest area of land and is south of the joint boundary with
Rokeby along the Tutta Beck, then includes the Morritt Arms Hotel and the
ruins of a roman fort before following the River Greta to Brignall Banks,
then turning northwards past Timpton Hill until it joins the Tutta Beck
again. The area is again mainly agricultural with well-wooded areas,
disused quarries and lime kilns. There is a small settlement around the
church, close to the site of the Brignall medieval village and remains of the
old St. Mary’s Church, but most of the 20 properties are isolated
homesteads and there are 46 people registered to vote.
Egglestone Abbey lies to the South of Startforth and Barnard Castle and is
bordered by Thorsgill Beck in the North until it joins the River Tees,
following that southwards until it turns West, sharing the boundary line
with Rokeby, along the Manyfold Beck, skirting Rokeby Grange, crossing
the B6277 and meeting the Boldron Parish Boundary around Boldron
Whins. It is strongly agricultural with several plantations and only seven
households comprising of 18 registered electors.
Rokeby is for the most part a long, narrow tract of land bisected by the
A66 and is on the South of Egglestone Abbey. It continues its eastern
boundary along the River Tees as far as West Thorpe Wood before turning
South at its widest point, crossing the A66 by skirting Thorpe Grange
before it turns west at Barker’s Folly then meanders through Mill Wood
along the River Greta, including Greta Bridge Farm and the Square but
skirting the Morritt Arms Hotel. It is then a shared boundary with Brignall
and loosely follows Graham’s Gill joining up with the Boldron and
Egglestone Abbey boundary. The area is again mainly agricultural and has
several plantations; with approximately 37 households and 72 registered
electors, it has the largest number of residents of the three parishes.
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A potted history of Brignall,
Egglestone Abbey and Rokeby
Where do we begin? Physically shaped by the Ice Age and sculpted by the
hand of man ever since.
The Romans came, built their road and fort, tried a bit of Town Planning,
had the odd shrine and then left.
The Anglo Saxons took advantage of the ready supply of stone but were
happy enough to build basic farmsteads and left little of note.
The Normans defended the place with Mortham Tower but otherwise the
Parishes were somewhere you passed through between wars with the Scots
or from other Monastic Houses to try to instil discipline to the monks at
Egglestone Abbey – they were also responsible for their parishioners’ souls
and looked after and developed the medieval chapels of St Michael at
Rokeby and St Mary’s at Brignall – both apparently places of Roman pagan
importance that had been “cleansed” by acquiring Christian credentials.
Brignall reached its greatest population – although most of the houses
were subsequently abandoned. Egglestone Abbey was a hive of activity and
Rokeby a quiet backwater – the Scots calming down and firmly under the
English boot.
Dissolution saw the Abbey roof removed – even if it was one of the last to
be closed and the Abbey lands appropriated (without compensation!)
The Rokebys decided that they would sell up and the Robinsons acquired
Rokeby and promptly built a new house in the Park. Quickly reacting to
changes in tastes and fashions, Thomas Robinson demolished his family’s
new house as well as the medieval church of St Michael and built afresh –
Rokeby Park and St Mary’s Church were consequences of this although the
Morritt’s had to oversee the completion of the Church , funded by the
Robinsons as part of the Rokeby deal.
The Morritts settled in and took the opportunity to acquire Brignall and
embellished the Park, built Abbey Bridge and Greta Bridge, erected lodges
and rebuilt farmhouses to a common style.
Visitors appeared, painting, writing and relaxing – telling and sharing their
experiences with others.
The Parishes thrived – the Abbey became a farmhouse, the two churches
justified two vicars in their own rectories and the “Street”, which we now
know as the A66, became busier. The community responded in an
enterprising manner and developed Greta Bridge as a staging post with the
original George and Dragon being replaced by the Morritt Arms – a
farmhouse with 1920’s pretensions, making it appear imposing and
appropriate for the 20th century traveller.
Brignall Mill and Abbey Mill were on their uppers, water power losing out to
steam power. The farms continued to evolve with new wheel houses being
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built on the arable farms and field barns on the more marginal stock ones.
As farming became more mechanised fewer people were required to live
within the community and the prospects were better in Barnard Castle and
further afield – both schools closed and Brignall Vicarage was sold.
The eve of the Second World War saw the arrival of the Barkes and
Gilbertson families at Greta Bridge. This followed the sale of the eastern
end of the Rokeby Estate which included Thorpe as well.
The Greta crossing became busier and a Bailey Bridge was built to cope –
this stayed until the early 70s when the Square at Greta Bridge was bypassed.
The Abbey Bridge Toll ceased with responsibility passing to Durham County
Council in 1958 – they promptly demolished the gate houses whereupon
the Bridge was listed as a Grade II structure.
The Morritt Arms was sold ten years later and passed into private
ownership. The European Economic Community arrived and was a great
shot in the arm for the Parish farms – but hedgerows were lost, dug
ditches and land drained – but at least you didn’t have to open all the
gates to Brignall any more.
In the late 70s Brignall Mill, Moor House Cottage, Bowfield Cottage and Ox
Pasture were sold and restored by their new owners. Timpton Hill, North
Bitts, Pundah Gill and Cross Lanes Farms followed in the 80s.
The A66 was improved between Greta Bridge and Cross Lanes – you can’t
tell as the consequence was that it became faster and more dangerous for
those living either side and going to worship thy maker at Rokeby Church
carried the distinct risk of a journey of no return.
Rokeby Hall was re-roofed and opened to the public. Repairs and
improvements elsewhere in the Parishes continued apace and the Morritt
Arms was acquired by the Mulley Twins. Farms began to change hands and
reform of residential tenancies provided more mobility for householders.
By the 90s farming fortunes were being hit by food scares but the response
was to secure additional income sources through tourism and contracting
opportunities which have continued.
People began to work in converted, redundant buildings and became reliant
upon “Broadband” – the more remote being envious of those closer to the
exchange!
Hedges that had been removed in the 70s were reinstated and
environmental payments made to support maintenance of traditional
practices and investment in new works for the birds and bugs.
The Parish is still made up of 1159 acres (Rokeby) 2115 (Brignall) and
648 acres (Egglestone Abbey) but Rokeby Church is now closed and Road
Planners proposing a dual carriageway—but with no timescale!
The three parishes are bound together by the existence of the Morritts
7

estate – the Romans, Saxons, Normans, Monks and Mills have all gone but
there remains a community striving to make full use of the available
opportunities to continue to evolve and adapt to the world beyond.

Rokeby Park
Rokeby Park, which was originally "Rookeby", is in the centre of Rokeby
Parish. Rokeby Hall, being the centrepiece, is a very large Country House,
open to the public during the summer months, welcoming hundreds of
visitors from many parts of the world. However, it is first and foremost a
family home. The Hall has been in the Morritt family since 1769. It houses
a fine collection of needlework, pictures by Anne Morritt and a copy of the
Rokeby Venus, the original being in the National Gallery.
The Hall is surrounded by lawns and herbaceous borders. There are 14
families living in close proximity to the Park surrounding the Hall. It is a
very close community with a good community spirit. Last Summer, the
Rokeby ‘Rhythm and
Roast’ was held on the
lawn to raise money for
the Church at Brignall.
There are some lovely
walks around the Park and
on the banks of the River
Greta, where Scott's Cave
is located. Sir Walter
Scott was a frequent
visitor to Rokeby, where
he did much writing. Also
located just off the parks
is the Meeting of the
Waters, where the River

The back of the Hall as it is today, above, and
below—as viewed from the front
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Greta meets the River Tees, proving to be a very popular spot in the
Summer. Just along from Dairy Bridge is a quaint little cottage. The
Rokeby Estate itself is a very traditional one which extends to some 3,500
acres on both sides of the A66 and provides employment for a number of
people and many small businesses in the area.
www.rokebypark.com

Below, the Rokeby Venus and the salon of Rokeby Hall
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The three inns at Greta

Bridge...or
Where the Dickens is George?

Much has been written over the years about the history of the three
Coaching Inns at Greta Bridge. Most notably is the fact that Charles
Dickens stayed at the hamlet, on the night of January 31st, 1838, on his
way to Dotheboys Hall where he compiled notes for his writing of Nicholas
Nickleby.
Much confusion has been recorded as the Inns varied their names several
times and history and facts have been muddled by these changes. Greta
Bridge has been for many years and, even up to the present day, a hamlet
of hospitality. As we shall see, the cause of these changes lay in the former
landlord of the George and Dragon, one George Martin.
This, the oldest building, existing in the 16th Century and is now
incorporated into the present Morritt Arms on the West of the River Greta.
This was a small inn and known by the earliest suggested name of The
George and Dragon.
In 1814 George Martin left the George and Dragon and went over to the
Morritts Arms and was said to colloquially call the inn “The George”; did he
leave “his dragon“ to run their original inn on her own?
This inn on the east side of the river was built during the 1750s by
J.S.Morritt of Rokeby and George Martin was the licensee and post master
there from 1814 until 1826.
In the book “Rambles by the River Greta,” the author quotes, “I look with
deep interest on the old posting-house. The iron framework of the lamp,
which gave light to the inn, still remains, together with the words “Post
Office” and “Morritts Arms”, which are still not obliterated from the
coloured walls”. (now disappeared).
These two Inns worked alongside each other until sometime in the 1820s
the smaller Inn closed.
In August 1805 John Sell Cotman, the artist, Norwich School, came to
teach the children of the Morritt family to paint. He was introduced to the
family by the Chomleys of Brandsby. He stayed with the family for two
weeks and then moved into “the inn opposite the lodge gates”, presumably
the George and Dragon. He recalls passing over the bridge each day to go
to the Mill Wood to paint and the pool to swim. How odd he never mentions
“the George Inn” but refers to it as The Square.
The last of the three inns was converted from a farm house called Thorpe
Grange by a Mr.Cradock who owned Thorpe Estate. Upon seeing one of
the two inns closing he decided on this commercial venture. He called the
inn the New Inn and subsequently enticed George Martin, in 1826, from
the Morritt’s Arms to run the Inn and become Post Master. George Martin
stamped his name on the inn by re-naming it “The George and New Inn.”
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The enclosed Traveller’s Posting Guide confirms this information.
Some time later the Morritts Arms licence was transferred back to the inn
on the west side of the river and the old inn opened up again under the
name it is known by today—that of “The Morritt Arms."
So where in Greta Bridge was the famous “George”, the subject of many
records, paintings and stories? Having researched these matters in some
depth the closest theory I can think of is that, wherever Mr.Martin was, it
was called the George at the time. He had built up such a reputation as a
fine landlord that, wherever he went, the name George meant quality
service and he traded on his good name.
Charles Dickens wrote his letter from Greta Bridge to his wife, Kate, and
posted it from the post office on February 1st 1838, referring to “The
George” as “the very best inn I have ever been put up in”. But this was not
the George referred to in the Parish Records 1823 as being on the north
side of the river. Was it the George and New Inn and, if so, why and how
did Hablot Brown, Charles Dickens’ travelling companion, have time on
February 1st to alight from the coach and sketch the drawing of “The
George”, another George Inn, from the one where he and the great man
might have spent the night just quarter of a mile away?
When George Martin was at the George and Dragon, west of the river, this
inn sign carried his name. There is no doubt that the Morritts Arms was
licensed under that name for all its existence but it became known, to
those who knew it and frequented it regularly, as “George’s” or The
George. Finally, when he moved on to the New Inn, I suspect that Mr.
Craddock would have no hesitation in changing its name to the George and
New Inn, and incorporating a name which was known to represent good
hospitality and efficiency in Greta Bridge.
Postscript
On October 7th 1941, Peter
Gilbertson was born at Thorpe
Grange, (The George and New
Inn). He has lived at or known
The Coach House, Greta
Bridge, (The Morritts Arms) all
his life and has been known to
frequent the Morritt Arms on
occasions. The Morritt Arms
thrives to this day and The
Coach House, in The Square,
offers bed and breakfast to
many travellers from the South
of England journeying to
Scotland and home again.
By George, nothing changes!
www.coachhousegreta.co.uk
11
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Parish map—Brignall,
Egglestone Abbey and Rokeby
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The Morritt
The Morritt Arms Hotel is built upon
the ruins of a large Roman
settlement which can still be seen
today. Pottery and arrowheads
found during building excavations
are now in Bowes Museum.
The present Morritt dates back to
the 17th century when there was a
farm on site. Greta Bridge later
became the second overnight stop
for the London to Carlisle mail
coach. There were two other inns in
Greta Bridge at this time; the
George and the New Inn, which is
now Thorpe Farm.
In 1839 Charles Dickens visited
Greta Bridge to research Nicholas
Nickelby and so fame came to
Dotheboys Hall in Bowes—still
visible today, along with the
Headmaster’s grave in Bowes church
cemetery.
The artists Turner & Cotman painted many
of the beauty spots in and around the
Greta. The Meeting of the Waters, only a
20-minute walk away from the Morritt, is
one of the best known. Sir Walter Scott
wrote of the area, particularly of Brignall
Banks flowing down to the river.
In 1946 Jack Gilroy, well-known portrait and
landscape artist, painted the famous
Dickensian character mural. This unique
mural can be seen today in the Dickens bar
of the Morritt together with three of Major
Morritt’s paintings.
In the mid-sixties the Morritt family sold
the “Inn” and it has been in private
ownership ever since, purchased in July
1994 by the present owners Peter and
Barbara.
www.relax@thmorritt.co.uk
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St. Mary’s churches—Brignall and Rokeby
The old church was dedicated to St. Mary and the remains (bottom right),
lying beside the river Greta in a hollow at the bottom of Brignall banks, is of
considerable historic interest. The old church (as seen in the etching below
left) which has no attributed construction date, is mentioned in a document,
written in the reign of Henry I, in the early part of the 12th Century.
It is, of course, possible that it is much earlier but there is no mention of it
in the Doomsday book in 1086. Part of the shaft of a medieval cross,
carved with the well known cable pattern, was built into the north wall of
the old church sadly demolished in 1833-4. A large quantity of stone was
used to build the new church and was also probably brought up the locally known
‘old coffin road’, which is no
more than a bridle-path,
steep and uneven and
connecting the old church
with Brignall Village.
The present day St. Mary’s
Church of Brignall was built
in 1833-4 and is a true work
of craftsmanship of that
period, early English style
and consisting of a
rectangular building of
stone, with a slated roof.
The tower faces west and is
the entrance to the church.
The old pre-formed bell and
the font were brought from
the old church. The font is
one of the greatest
treasures: it has a circular
bowl, supported on shafts with bases but no capitals, the spaces between
being worked with the dog tooth pattern.
The Church still holds regular services and is well attended.
St. Mary’s Church at Rokeby is visible from Brignall. It faces north-south
and is in the classical style. The Church is stone-built and covered with
slate, underneath is a vault: it lies north of the single carriageway section of
the A66 between Cross Lanes and Barnard Castle junctions.
St. Mary’s Rokeby was
consecrated in May 1776 as
the Parish Church for the
ecclesiastical parish of
Rokeby. In 1877 the chancel
and vestry were added. The
church is more elaborate in
its details than the nave. The
porch is the most ornate part
of the older portion.
The original font was restored
to the church. It is of wood
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and is ornamented in the true Adam
style. The stone, which is
octagonal, was put in by the then
rector in 1862 and the cover dates
from 1887.
Sadly Rokeby Church (left) was deconsecrated in October 2007. The
church has now passed to the
Morritt family for safe keeping with
the very first non-religious function
being a Carol Concert in December
2007 which was well attended and
raised money for a local charity. It is
hoped that more events will take
place in the future as well as some services.
Robin Errington.

Egglestone Abbey
There are now only several disjointed and ruinous sections of a late 12th
Century Premonstratensian Abbey. In common with many of the early
monasteries, the original church at Egglestone Abbey was enlarged and
partly rebuilt about one hundred years later. It is this later church that
survives today. The most prominent feature of the site is the east end of
the church with its elegant, double-lancet windows and its curious mullioned
east window.
The centre of the church – the crossing – has virtually disappeared, save for
one wall of the south transept which dates from c1275 and still retains much
of the window tracery and some of the delightful detail of the buttress.
From the first church, only the north and west walls of the nave and the
foundations of one wall of the north transept have survived. Despite this
central “gap” the remaining walls of the church all stand to a good height
and, with some imagination, it is possible to visualise what a magnificent
building this must
have been.
The abbey was
always very poor
and, despite its
ruinous nature, is
well worth a visit
It is run by English
Heritage and free
access is available at
any reasonable time.
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The results of the public consultations at
Brignall, Egglestone Abbey and Rokeby
In planning for the future, the first and most important step is to consult as
widely as possible.
A public consultation was carried out in 2007. Residents were asked what
they liked and disliked about the village. 67 questionnaires were delivered
and 24 households, representing 58 people, responded—indicating a 35%
response rate.
The preparation of this Parish Plan unveiled a strong community
commitment, a fascinating history and a determination to assess the future
needs and expectations of the residents.
Overall, the comments were very positive, confirming that this is a great
place to live. Respondents said that they had chosen to live in this parish
because of the environment and countryside and they were mostly happy
with the status quo. Some of the comments received reflect this:
“Greta is near enough to “Barney” for convenience and far enough away to
enjoy the rural idyll”. “As one of the older residents, the respect and help
that there has been over the years from neighbours still continues even
though there are several newcomers.” “We love living in the parish
because of its great beauty, peace, lovely walks, history, wildlife, the
setting of our home, good neighbours and the way of life”.
The way of life brings with it an acceptance of the lack of local services and
facilities which, in many ways, seems to be the reason that the area is
much loved. Perhaps to give consideration to bringing services within this
sparsely populated area is unrealistic and could change the very
environment that the parish wishes to retain.

Household
4 of the respondents had lived in the parish for more than 51 years, 7 being
here for 5 years or less. Most households said they got their local
information from either the Parish newsletter or by word of mouth.
Whilst everyone liked living in the parish for its quiet, peaceful and beautiful
countryside, several households found ”nothing or nothing much” to dislike.
However, there was a strong thread running through the comments about
the traffic on the A66 - saying that it would be nice to have mobile phone
reception. High council tax and how the government centralisation has
removed the authority of parishes and their ability to influence decision
making were also among the comments.
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Health and care
No respondents had problems obtaining information about medical
services, with most accessing services by private car. Public transport was
not seen as an option as it would not be flexible enough to enable people
to meet doctor and hospital appointment times. It has been suggested
that consideration could be given to a more formalised “good neighbour
scheme” whereby older patients, or none-drivers, can book to be taken to
appointments from a team of volunteer drivers..
“Someone to maybe telephone or call to check if all is well and offer help
for an hour or so if needed”.

Transport, traffic and travel
The majority of residents have to rely on private cars to access work,
education and recreation. There is some support for the bus service from
Barney to Darlington town centre to link to Darlington Railway Station and
for the service to operate later in the evening.
“Local public transport is totally impractical. Perhaps a pick-up point in the
parish for other parishioners to give lifts” “I often stop and give people
lifts to Barney”.
There is concern about the high level of traffic on the A66 passing through
Rokeby and some concerns along the Abbey Bridge road, but there is little
evidence of high usage around the other roads and lanes of the parishes.
The A66 gives a lot of residents concern due to the following:
“The speed of the traffic – the limit should be enforced”.
“The speed of traffic at all the access and exit points to Greta Bridge and
Barningham, Abbey Bridge Lane to Barnard Castle and at Cross Lanes, to
Brignall, Cotherstone and Barnard Castle.”
“At Cross Lane there is an urgent need for lighting at this very dangerous
crossing.” “There is a need for improved signage for traffic going
eastwards and turning right.”
“The entire length of the A66 through the parish is strewn with litter and
needs urgent attention.”

Crime and Safety
Respondents of most ages said that they felt safe within the parish. Very
little crime has been recorded over the past year and there was general
satisfaction with the current level of policing. Some people felt that an
increase in policing would only slightly relieve the fear of crime. Current
Neighbourhood Watch and Farm Watch schemes are working, although
signs need to be renewed.
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Environment and Countryside
The important factors in retaining the character of the parish are shown in
the graph below. There are two very important indicators - the beautiful
views in a rural setting surrounded by trees and the prevention or prompt
removal of litter, closely followed in importance by maintaining and
repairing the drystone walls, renewal of hedgerows, control of weeds and
maintenance of lanes and footpaths,. These aspects are thought to make a
significant contribution to the quality of life and tourism in the area.
On balance most respondents felt that the overall appearance of the
parish was good. However, there were several comments regarding
surface water standing on roads and the lack of general maintenance and
winter gritting.
Dog fouling was not seen as a major problem but litter on the A66, its
verges, lay-bys and around the gateways at Rokeby was - “where litter
lies, beauty dies!”
Climate change and the wider environmental issues were fairly important.
Retaining and improving recycling facilities, energy efficiency and
information on how to achieve this would be welcomed but there was
thought to be little need for any community composting scheme to be put
in place.

Emergency Services
Most respondents think that the emergency services could reach them
within a reasonable time. There was some concern over the services
having to cover a wider area than before and worry about drivers having a
perceived lack of knowledge of the local area especially where some
households are difficult to locate.

Health and care

Most people said that they were able to access the services required albeit by private car. It is necessary for the young and elderly to be given
lifts and support by family or friends to access services.

Education, training and employment
As there is no local venue to hold further education, training or courses
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those wanting to take part accept they must go to other areas and are
prepared to travel. More arts and crafts and IT training would be
appreciated around the area.

Land use
Most households did not see the need for further housing within the parish,
although some felt that people move away because of a lack of suitable
housing within the area. They also felt that there was no need for more
commercial units.
Affordable housing for young people topped the list of those who would like
more housing - although they thought that any development should be
traditional and sympathetic to the area. “Perhaps very large houses,
barns, stables and byres that remain unoccupied for a long time could be
made into smaller units whilst keeping their character”.

Recreation
Respondents thought that the countryside gives everyone the opportunity
to participate in rural pursuits but, as there is no non-commercial meeting
place, there is no organised recreation for teenagers, young children, or
older people—all of whom have to travel to participate in groups for sport.
The Church offers limited events and functions, as well as providing for its
spiritual role, and occasionally there are parish events such as sports days
etc.
There was some interest expressed in having local Art Exhibitions and a
gym or fitness centre within the parish.

Business and Tourism
The lack of retail outlets within the parish means that everyone has to travel
to either Barnard Castle or Darlington to do their grocery shopping. There
was very little internet shopping recorded and this may be caused by
difficulties accessing broadband. However, respondents said that they were
able to use home delivery services for milk, mobile library, tea, butcher,
chiropodist, bulk oil, fish, newspapers, coal, bottled gas, window cleaners
and hairdressing. There was a request to add an electrician to the list.
Most households were satisfied with the current level of tourism within the
parish. Five respondents thought that an increase would benefit their
business.
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Parish precept
The questionnaire asked if extra facilities are required in the parish. When
asked “Would you be prepared to pay an increased Parish Precept to help
provide them?” 13 households said YES 8 households said NO :
“Maybe – depends on what and how much”
“If going towards a specific project and get an adequate result”

Skills audit
Households had a good range of skills, ideas and enthusiasm but most did
not have the extra time to get more involved although 2 were interested in
joining a community action team and 4 interested in becoming Parish
Councillors.
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Brignall, Egglestone Abbey and Rokeby
Parish Action Plan
The Parish Council thanks everyone who participated in the development of
this Parish Plan. They will consider all the points and issues raised in the
responses to the questionnaire and determine how best to deal with them
in the interests of the community. It will endeavour to report back on
progress made on its actions as soon as is practical.
The responses given to the questionnaire recognise the importance placed
on the environment and countryside in which we all live.
ACTION
The Parish Council will seek to preserve the area to the best of its ability
and do all within its power to rectify the situation regarding litter,
especially along the A66—and the control of weeds, by making contact with
the local County Councillor and all other relevant agencies as a matter of
urgency.
ACTION
The Parish Council note that residents feel strongly that overdevelopment
should be prevented and acknowledge that the drystone walls, hedges,
trees, barns and variety of buildings are important in retaining the
character of the area. It will seek to promote the idea of an extension to
the current Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty to encompass the parish.
ACTION
The dangerous situation around the access and exits with the A66 and the
speed of traffic are seen as serious issues and the Council is determined to
support the wishes of the residents for actions to resolve these problems.
The Council will continue to press for the speed limit to be enforced by either
more police cars, cameras - or seek a more innovative method to bring
about a reduction in speed and therefore significantly reduce the danger.
They will also continue to press for more lighting to be erected at Cross
Lane and, in view of the proposed new development, seek to discuss all
aspects of traffic management in that area with Durham County Council
and Teesdale District Planning Officers. A replacement sign for Brignall on
the A66 Eastward will also be pursued.
ACTION
The Parish Council recognises the importance of the Neighbourhood Watch
Scheme and will look at upgrading or replacing signs around the parish as
necessary.
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The Process –
Brignall, Egglestone Abbey and Rokeby
An objective of the West Durham Rural Pathfinders Case Study, being
carried out by Durham Rural Community Council, was to produce three
Parish Plans in Teesdale—all to be launched by 31st March 2008. A small
group of people from Brignall, Egglestone Abbey and Rokeby kindly agreed
to work with the Parish Council towards producing their Parish Plan within
this timescale.
Following a get-together of interested parties around the dining table at The
Coach House, Greta Bridge on the 12th October, it was agreed that writing a
Parish Plan was a good idea and information should be presented to the
Parish Council. After their agreement on the 18th October, it was decided to
raise awareness by holding a public meeting,. This, in itself, presented
difficulties as there is no community centre in the parish and therefore the
meeting was arranged to be held at The Morritt Arms Hotel on the 30th
October 2007. There was an excellent turn-out of residents who enjoyed a
competition to try and identify photographs taken around the parish.
Residents were also asked to add comments to a washing line of what is
“pants and tops” about where they lived and a steering group of interested
people was formed. Aware of the extremely tight deadline, they responded
to the challenge by preparing, producing and delivering a questionnaire to
every household in the Parish seeking the views, comments and
suggestions of residents on all aspects of parish life. It was agreed by the
steering group that there would only be one questionnaire per household
but the compiler would be asked to reflect all views of the house before
returning it, completed, to Durham Rural Community Council for analysis by
an independent assessor.
Of the 67 questionnaires delivered, 24 households responded representing
58 residents. The analysis provided a clear picture of the issues affecting
local people and gave the Parish Council written evidence to support
forward planning and create an Action Plan to reflect the good points
cherished by the inhabitants and recommend courses of action to resolve
problems.
From the first public meeting, steering group meetings and events along to
production, publication and launch of Brignall, Egglestone Abbey and
Rokeby’s Parish Plan, the process has been supported by help and advice
from Durham Rural Community Council. Rural Development Officer, Sandra
Moorhouse, has been very ably assisted throughout by a hard working team
of volunteers and constantly supported by members of the Parish Council.
She said it was a great pleasure to work with local residents who take such
a great pride in their parish, one which has interested generations of northcountry folk connected to the dales and farms.
The colourful tales and beautiful scenery make up this area which is
steeped in history. It is worth noting that the streams of long-distance
traffic passing through it on the A66, day after day, are travelling the
highway that has linked England with Scotland since the time of the
Romans. One wonders if today’s through traffic know what they were
missing!
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